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Across

1 Thus you, Benn, 
change name for a 
protein source (4,4)

5/9 Pain in the neck 
lacking energy is 
member, actually PM 
(5,7)

10 Agitated mum -
Senate delight (9)

11 One is in the game 
despite debilitating 
disease (5)

12 Not hard having badly 
joined Charles' first 
together with his 
George and he sent 
the kids back to 
school (5,10)

13 Assume that Boris has 
this? - huge prostitutes 
turning over (9)

15 Stupid man - to begin, 
Boris half starting 
Zoom (4)

18 "Blink first Boris" 
rejected relationship 
(4)

19 Choice of government 
is a brief 
demonstration and 
shout about bill (9)

24 Socialist philosophy 
follower is frustrated 
instant Mr Xi lies (7-
8)

25 Endorses poor guess 
in dropping EU (5)

26 Probing "Tango Kilo" 
scandal (7,2)

27 Inquiry is robust after 
expelling Right (5)

28 As Gove did with 
Boris? Take a punt on 
a flash education (8)

Down

1 Boris? Droopy 
welcoming hard (6)

2 Solver with 
Rousseau's lead, 
against suffrage, a 

share certificate 
provides you with 
this? (4,6,5)

3 French good with 
broken nail comic 
relief, as an example 
(8)

4 Crime cracked in 
centre-ground of Blair 
and May for us (7)

6 Labour then rejection 
produces this? (6)

7 Rees-Mogg 
admonished for being 
this child selling you 
nonsense (4,11)

8 PM initially accepted 
then turned leftist-
electorate's enemy (6)

9 See 5 Across

14 Orgy Minister owning 
private club (3)

16 Spot gerrymandering's 
first slack state 
boundaries (7)

17 Raunchier appalling 
filibuster - switch 
sides and remove the 
bull (8)

20 Brexit deprived of UK 
national taxes - no 
Left singing the 
praises (6)

21 Lots of Labour? 
Dramatic work 
lacking ending and 
even monster (7)

22 Killed Left twice, 
switched for SNP 
Sturgeon's openers -
an action that resulted 
in many a politicians' 
downfall? (6)

23 Reported that Heath 
should remain? 
Clearly expressed (6)


